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Abstract. Disclosure analysis and control are critical to protect sensi-
tive information in statistical databases when some statistical moments
are released. A generic question in disclosure analysis is whether a data
snooper can deduce any sensitive information from available statistical
moments. To address this question, we consider various types of possi-
ble disclosure based on the exact bounds that a snooper can infer about
any protected moments from available statistical moments. We focus on
protecting static moments in two-dimensional tables and obtain the fol-
lowing results. For each type of disclosure, we reveal the distribution
patterns of protected moments that are subject to disclosure. Based on
the disclosure patterns, we design efficient algorithms to discover all pro-
tected moments that are subject to disclosure. Also based on the disclo-
sure patterns, we propose efficient algorithms to eliminate all possible
disclosures by combining a minimum number of available moments. We
also discuss the difficulties of executing disclosure analysis and control
in high-dimensional tables.

1 Introduction

Recent years have seen a significant increase in the number of security breaches
of sensitive personal information. According to the list maintained by Privacy
Rights Clearinghouse, over two hundred million records containing sensitive per-
sonal information have been involved in security breaches in the US since 20051.
Numerous laws have been passed to protect the privacy and security of various
types of data such as student records2 and personal health information3. One
example is the Title 13 United States Code, which authorizes the Census Bureau
to conduct censuses and surveys; however, the Section 9 of the code prohibits the
Census Bureau from publishing results in which an individual can be identified.
In many applications such as economic planning, health care, social sciences, and
1 Chronology of data breaches. http://www.privacyrights.org/ar/ChronData
Breaches. htm

2 Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA). http://www.ed.gov/policy/
gen/guid/fpco/ferpa/index.html

3 Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). http://www.cms.
hhs.gov/HIPAAGenInfo/
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census data evaluation, statistical databases are used to manage a large amount
of sensitive personal information. To mitigate the privacy threats and comply
with the privacy laws, it is critical to ensure that the information released in
the statistical database applications cannot be exploited by data snoopers to
disclose any sensitive personal information.

In this paper, we investigate the problem of disclosure analysis and control sys-
tematically in statistical databases. A statistical database is modeled as a data-
base relation of M records and N attributes. Each record contains some sensitive
personal information. In particular, the i-th record consists of values xi1, . . . xiN

for attributes A1, . . . , AN . Each attribute Aj has a finite number |Aj | of possible
values in its domain. An attribute can be either numerical (e.g., salary) or non-
numerical (e.g., address). To protect sensitive personal information, only some
aggregated statistics are released to database users. The aggregated statistics
are generated in the following process.

Let n-set (n < N) be a subset of database records that can be specified
using the values of n distinct attributes in a form Ai1 = a1, ..., Ain = an,
where Ai1 , ...Ain (in ≤ N) are n attributes and each aj is some value in the
domain of Aij . Note that an n-set may contain no records. Given Ai1 , ...Ain ,
the total number of n-sets is Πn

j=1|Aij | and these n-sets define an n-dimensional
table, called n-table [17], where each attribute corresponds to one dimension
of the table. The database has 2N such tables T1, . . . , T2N . In an n-table, one
can define finite moments

∑
i∈S xe1

i1xe2
i2 · · ·xeN

iN , where S enumerates the n-sets in
the n-table, and the exponents e1, . . . eN are nonnegative integers. The moment
that is derived from a n-set is called an n-set moment. A generic question of
disclosure analysis in statistical databases asks whether any set moment that
contains sensitive personal information can be inferred by data snoopers from a
set of seemingly non-sensitive set moments?

This question is generic since the moments can be used to derive most of the
statistics that are widely used in statistical database applications. It has been
shown that the moment over any set of records specified by a logical formula
over the values of attributes using operators OR, AND, and NOT can be derived
from some set moments [17]. For example, an n-set moment

∑
i∈S xe1

i1xe2
i2 · · ·xeN

iN

can be used to represent the count of the records in the n-set S if all exponents
are zero. In such case, the original database can be represented by the set of all
N -set moments in the N -table, and the de-identifying process of removing or
suppressing N−n attributes can be represented by the set of all n-set moments in
the n-table consisting of the n attributes that are not removed/suppressed. For
another example, an n-set moment

∑
i∈S xe1

i1 xe2
i2 · · · xeN

iN can be used to represent
the sum over any numeric attribute Aj in the n-set S if all exponents are zero
except ej = 1.

To illustrate the problem, consider a patient-treatment table given in
Figure 1. It shows a 2-table derived from patients’ records in a hospital, where
each 2-set moment denotes the count that a patient (P) has undergone a partic-
ular treatment (T). It also shows two 1-tables consisting of total counts that
are summed for each patient and for each treatment. A disclosure analysis
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T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 Total
P1 13 1 14 0 1 29
P2 2 0 2 1 0 5
P3 0 3 0 0 1 4
P4 1 0 2 2 0 5

Total 16 4 18 3 2 43

Fig. 1. Patient-treatment table

question asks whether the hospital can provide the total counts in the 1-tables
to a pharmaceutical company in a way that the company cannot infer which
patients have which diseases? If certain treatments are not considered to be sen-
sitive, the hospital may provide the corresponding counts in the 2-table as well
if the release of these counts lead to no disclosure of any sensitive count. Simi-
lar questions arise in many other applications. For example, national statistics
offices who publish statistics over race and income level must avoid inference
of any personal information such as at most three “wealthy Asians” living in a
specific district.

To address the disclosure analysis and control problem, we review the related
work (section 2) and define various types of possible disclosure based on the
exact bounds that a snooper can infer about any protected moments from avail-
able statistical moments (section 3). We focus on protecting static moments in
2-tables, which are extracted from statistical databases without updates. For
each type of disclosure, we reveal the distribution patterns of protected moments
that are subject to disclosure (section 4). Based on the disclosure patterns, we
design efficient algorithms to discover all protected moments that are subject to
disclosure (section 5). Also based on the disclosure patterns, we propose efficient
algorithms to eliminate all possible disclosures by combining a minimum num-
ber of available moments (section 6). To generalize our research, we discuss how
to protect statistical moments in high-dimensional tables (section 7) before we
conclude the paper (section 8). Due to space limit, we have to omit the proofs
of the theorems in this paper (including the lemmas and corollaries that are
necessary for the proofs). The complete proofs of the theorems will be presented
in a full version of this paper.

2 Related Work

The problem of protecting sensitive information from being inferred from non-
sensitive data has long been a focus in statistical database research [1, 16, 41,
20, 22]. The proposed techniques can be classified into restriction-based and
perturbation-based. Some restriction-based techniques limit the disclosure of
privacy information by imposing restrictions on queries [4, 40, 39], including
the number of values aggregated in each query [16], the common values aggre-
gated in different queries [18], and the rank of a matrix representing answered
queries [8]. Other restriction-based techniques eliminate disclosure by imposing
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restrictions on data structures, including partition [37], microaggregation [21],
generalization [28, 38], k-anonymity [35], �-diversity [33], and t-closeness [30].
The perturbation-based techniques protect sensitive information by adding ran-
dom noises. The random noises can be added to data structures [36], query
answers [3], or source data [2,32,7,34]. Recently, however, it has been discovered
that the original sensitive data can be estimated accurately from the perturbed
data [29, 27]; therefore, the perturbation-based techniques should be examined
carefully so as to protect sensitive data effectively.

Our disclosure control method can be classified as restriction-based since we
combine a minimum number of available moments in the process of eliminating
the disclosure of protected moments. Our disclosure control method is different
from other restriction-based solutions since it is developed based on the disclo-
sure patterns that are discovered in this paper for the first time.

Our disclosure control method is also different from typical data protection
techniques designed for protecting contingency tables (i.e., count tables), in-
cluding cell suppression, controlled rounding, and controlled tabular adjust-
ment. Cell suppression is an approach to suppressing sensitive cells as well as
some other cells so that the sensitive cells cannot be inferred from marginal
totals [11,14,24,25]. The challenge is to provide sufficient protection while min-
imizing the amount of information loss due to suppression [23]. In comparison,
our control method combines a minimum number of cells without further sup-
pressing them. In addition, our control method can be applied in the case where
all cells are protected and thus cannot be further suppressed.

Controlled rounding is another table protection method which rounds the cell
values in a contingency table to adjacent integer multiples of a positive integer
base [13, 12, 6]. It requires that the sum of the rounded values for any row or
column be equal to the rounded value of the corresponding marginal total. The
controlled round is effective for limiting approximation disclosure; however, it
may not be as effective as our method for limiting other types of disclosure.

Controlled tabular adjustment (or synthetic substitution) [15] uses threshold
rules to determine how some cells should be modified. It replaces a sensitive
cell value with a “safe” value (e.g., either zero or a threshold value) and uses
linear programming to make small adjustments to other cells so as to restore
the tabular structure. Similar to the controlled rounding method, the controlled
tabular adjustment method requires that some cell values be modified, thus
introducing errors to the protected data. In comparison, our disclosure control
method does not modify any values except combining a minimum number of
them before the release of data.

3 Basic Concepts

Consider a 2-table A with m rows and n columns of 2-set moments {aij | 1 ≤
i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n} that are derived from a statistical database as described
in the introduction. Without loss of generality, we assume aij ≥ 0, as arbitrary
values in A can be easily converted to non-negative values by subtracting a lower
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bound of A. The results given in this paper hold in both integer domain and
real domain.

Denote a+j =
∑m

i=1 aij , ai+ =
∑n

j=1 aij , and a++ =
∑

ij aij , where a+j

and ai+ are 1-set moments of A and a++ is the 0-set moment of A. The 1-set
moments satisfy

∑n
j=1 a+j =

∑m
i=1 ai+ = a++, which is called the consistency

condition. If the moments are counts, the 2-table is usually called contingency
table in statistics.

In table A, some of the 2-set moments must be protected if they contain
sensitive or privacy information. The other 2-set moments and all of the 1-
set moments may be released. The disclosure of a protected moment is defined
based on the bounds that a snooper can obtain about the protected moment
from released moments.

A nonnegative value aij is said to be a lower bound of a protected 2-set moment
aij if, for any nonnegative table of {a′

ij} that has the same released moments as
A, the inequality aij ≤ a′

ij holds. A value aij is said to be the exact lower bound
of aij if (i) it is a lower bound; and (ii) there exists a nonnegative table {a′

ij}
such that a) the table has the same released moments as A, and b) a′

ij = aij .
An upper bound or the exact upper bound aij can be defined similarly.

Based on the exact bounds calculated for a protected moment from released
moments, four types of disclosure can be defined.

– Existence disclosure: The exact lower bound of a protected moment is
positive.

– τ-upward disclosure: The exact lower bound of a protected moment is greater
than a positive threshold τ .

– τ-downward disclosure: The exact upper bound of a protected moment is
less than a positive threshold τ .

– τ-approximation disclosure: The difference between the exact lower bound
and the exact upper bound of a protected moment is less than a positive
threshold τ .

Existence disclosure denotes the existence of non-zero moments. τ -upward dis-
closure is similar to existence disclosure except that the threshold τ is a positive
value rather than zero. Though existence disclosure can be considered to be a
special case of τ -upward disclosure if τ is allowed to take value zero, it is a typ-
ical type of privacy disclosure commonly used in statistical data protection [9].
τ -downward disclosure indicates the existence of protected moments that are
less than the threshold τ . τ -approximation disclosure is defined based on both
exact lower bound and exact upper bound. If the difference between these two
bounds for a protected moment is small enough, a snooper may estimate the
moment with a high precision.

Note that the disclosure measurements defined above can be considered as
extensions to the k-anonymity concept proposed by Samarati and Sweeny [35].
If each protected moment represents count in a statistical database, then main-
taining k-anonymity is equivalent to eliminating k-downward disclosure. Other
anonymization notions such as �-diversity [33] and t-closeness [30] take the dis-
tribution of database records into consideration, and these notions can be used
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to determine which moments must be protected and which moments can be re-
leased. For example, the �-diversity requirement implies that a moment can be
released if it is computed from a set of records that has at least � well-represented
values for each sensitive attribute. The t-closeness [30] requires that a moment
be released if it is derived from a group of records whose distribution with re-
spect to any sensitive attribute must be close enough to the distribution of the
attribute in the overall database within a distribution distance t. Given a set of
protected moments, our focus is to investigate the disclosure distribution, disclo-
sure detection, and disclosure control based on the exact bounds of the protected
moments that can be calculated from the released moments.

For convenience, let âi+, â+j , and â++ denote the revised values of ai+, a+j ,
and a++ by subtracting all the released 2-set moments in row i, column j, and
table A, respectively. In other words, âi+, â+j , and â++ give the sums of all
protected 2-set moments in row i, column j, and table A, respectively. Note that
the revised values âi+, â+j, and â++ can be easily derived by a data snooper
from released moments.

4 Disclosure Distribution

It is critical to understand the distribution of protected moments subject to
disclosure before we can design efficient solutions to eliminate the disclosure risk.
In this section, we first investigate how to derive the exact bounds for a protected
moment from released moments. We then discover the distribution patterns for
the protected moments that are subject to various types of disclosure.

4.1 Deriving Exact Bounds for Protected Moments

In a 2-table A, the exact bounds of a protected moment aij can be derived from
some of the released moments as indicated by the following

Theorem 4.1. In the case that all 1-set moments are released while all 2-set
moments are protected, the exact bounds for any protected moment aij are

max{0, ai+ + a+j − a++} ≤ aij ≤ min{ai+, a+j}

In the case that all 1-set moments and some 2-set moments are released, the
exact bounds for any protected 2-set moment aij are

max{0, âi+ + â+j − â++} ≤ aij ≤ min{âi+, â+j}

where âi+, â+j, and â++ are revised values of ai+, a+j, and a++, respectively.

The first part of this theorem is called the Fréchet bounds in statistics. We
generalize the result of Fréchet bounds to the tables in which some of the 2-set
moments may be released.
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Fig. 2. Typical distribution pattern for protected moments subject to existence disclo-
sure or τ -upward disclosure (dashed line: some protected moments in a row or column
are subject to disclosure)

4.2 Discovering Distribution Patterns for Protected Moments

Based on the exact bounds derived from released moments for protected mo-
ments, we discover that the protected moments subject to various kinds of dis-
closure demonstrate some regular patterns.

Theorem 4.2. Consider existence disclosure or τ-upward disclosure in a 2-table
where some 2-set moments are protected. If some protected moments are subject
to disclosure, they must appear in the same row or column.

The above theorem reveals the distribution pattern for the protected moments
that are subject to existence disclosure or τ -upward disclosure. Next, consider the
distribution of the protected moments that are subject to τ -downward disclosure
or τ -approximation disclosure. We have the following

Theorem 4.3. Consider τ-downward disclosure or τ-approximation disclosure
in a 2-table where some 1-set moments are protected. If a protected moment is
subject to disclosure, the other protected moments in the same row or column
must also be subject to disclosure.

Note that the distribution pattern for the protected moments that are subject
to τ -approximation disclosure or τ -downward disclosure is different from that
for the protected moments that are subject to existence disclosure or τ -upward
disclosure. The former pattern is in a single row or column, while the latter
must “fill” some rows or columns. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate typical distribution
patterns for different types of disclosure.

Let us return to the example shown in Figure 1 and assume that all of the
1-set moments are protected given the totals. There are only two protected
moments a11 and a13 that are subject to existence disclosure and τ -upward
disclosure with a threshold τ < 2. These two moments are in the same row.
There is only one protected moment a13 that is subject to τ -upward disclosure
with a threshold 2 ≤ τ < 4 and there is no protected moment that is subject
to τ -upward disclosure with a threshold τ ≥ 4. If the threshold is set to 5,
all of the protected moments (but no other protected moments) in row i = 3
and in columns j = 2, 4, and 5 are subject to τ -approximation disclosure and
τ -downward disclosure.
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Fig. 3. Typical distribution pattern for protected moments subject to τ -approximation
disclosure or τ -downward disclosure (solid line: all protected moments in a row or
column are subject to disclosure)

5 Disclosure Detection

An important task in disclosure analysis and control is to detect all protected
moments that are subject to disclosure. A naive approach is to check all of
the protected moments one by one by calculating its exact lower bound (two
addition/subtraction operations and one comparison operation) and/or exact
upper bound (one comparison operation). This naive approach requires checking
all protected moments in an m × n 2-table.

5.1 First Improvement

Based on the distribution patterns discovered in the previous section, we pro-
pose an approach that is more efficient than the naive approach for disclosure
detection. Our approach requires checking at most mn/2+(m+n−2) protected
moments in the average case, which is better than the naive approach which
checks at most mn protected moments. This is a meaningful improvement for
some information organizations (e.g., statistics offices) that routinely process a
large number of sizable statistical tables.

First, consider existence disclosure and τ -upward disclosure. According to The-
orem 4.2, the protected moments that are subject to disclosure must exist in a
single row or column. Based on this distribution pattern, we propose the following

Procedure 1. (Disclosure detection for existence disclosure or τ -upward
disclosure)

1. Starting from a11, check all protected moments one by one; proceed to step
2 once a protected moment ai′j′ is discovered to be subject to disclosure;
otherwise, output no protected moment being subject to disclosure.

2. Continue to check all protected moments in row i′. If no protected moment
is subject to disclosure, continue checking all protected moments in column
j′. Output all protected moments that are discovered in both step 1 and step
2 being subject to disclosure.

This procedure outputs all and only the protected moments that are subject
to existence disclosure or τ -upward disclosure because such protected moments
must exist in row i′ or column j′. The number of the protected moments checked
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by this procedure is mainly decided by the number of protected moments that are
checked in step 1, which is used to find the first protected moment that is subject
to disclosure. In the average case, the above procedure will check at most mn/2
protected moments in step 1. The procedure checks at most m+n−2 protected
moments in step 2. The time complexity of this procedure is a non-increasing
function of the number of protected moments that are subject to disclosure.

Second, consider τ -approximation disclosure and τ -downward disclosure. Ac-
cording to Theorem 4.3, the protected moments that are subject to disclosure
must “fill” some rows or columns. Based on this distribution pattern, we propose
the following

Procedure 2. (Disclosure detection for τ -approximation disclosure or τ -
downward disclosure)

1. Starting from a11, check all protected moments one by one; proceed to step 2
once a protected moment ai′j′ that is not subject to disclosure is discovered;
otherwise, output all protected moments being subject to disclosure.

2. Continue to check all protected moments in row i′ and in column j′. Let all
protected moments (if any) in row i′ and in column j′ that are subject to dis-
closure be ai′j1 , . . . , ai′js and ai1j′ , . . . , aitj′ . Output all protected moments
in rows i1, . . . it and in columns j1, . . . , js being subject to disclosure.

According to Theorem 4.3, if any protected ai′jk
in row i′ (or aikj′ in column

j′) is subject to disclosure, all protected moments in column jk (in row ik,
respectively) must be subject to disclosure given that the protected moment
ai′j′ is not subject to disclosure and jk �= j′ (ik �= i′, respectively). Therefore,
this procedure outputs all and only the protected moments that are subject to
τ -approximation disclosure or τ -downward disclosure.

The number of protected moments checked in this procedure is mainly deter-
mined by the number of protected moments checked in step 1, which is used to
find the first protected moment that is not subject to disclosure. In the average
case, the above procedure will check at most mn/2 protected moments in step
1. The procedure checks at most m + n − 2 protected moments in step 2. The
time complexity of this procedure is a non-increasing function of the number of
the protected moments that are not subject to disclosure.

5.2 Another Improvement

The first improvement requires checking at most mn/2 + (m + n − 2) moments
in the average case. In the worst case, it checks all the protected moments as
in the naive approach. We propose another improvement which may produce
better performance than the first improvement.

First, consider existence disclosure or τ -upward disclosure. We modify
procedure 1 to be the following

Procedure 3. (Disclosure detection for existence disclosure or τ -upward
disclosure)
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1. Enumerate row i′ in the order that âi′+ takes value from maxi{âi+} to
mini{âi+}

Enumerate column j′ in the order that â+j′ takes value from maxj{â+j}
to minj{â+j}

If ai′j′ is protected and subject to disclosure, proceed to step 2
If ai′j′ is protected and not subject to disclosure, output no protected
moment being subject to disclosure.

2. Same as step 2 in procedure 1.

The first step of this procedure is used to find the first protected moment. Ac-
cording to Theorem 4.1, the exact lower bound of this firstly discovered moment
is the largest among the the exact lower bounds of other protected moments due
to the order in which i′ and j′ are enumerated. If this firstly discovered moment
is subject to disclosure, the step 2 of procedure 1 is exploited to find all other
protected moments that are subject to disclosure; otherwise, the procedure ter-
minates since all other protected moments must not be subject to disclosure.
Therefore, this procedure outputs all and only the protected moments that are
subject to disclosure. Since this procedure involves sorting of the revised 1-set
moments in step 1, it requires more computation than procedure 1 in the worst
case. In the case that all 2-set moments are protected, procedure 3 will check
exactly one moment in step 1 (after discovering the largest 1-set moments in
m + n − 2 comparisons) and at most m + n − 2 moments in step 2 if step 2 is
executed.

Now, consider τ -downward disclosure. A protected moment ai′j′ is subject to
disclosure if and only if the revised moment âi′+ or â+j′ is less than τ . Therefore,
we propose the following procedure to discover all and only the protected mo-
ments that are subject to disclosure: Discover all i′ and j′ such that âi′+ < τ and
â+j′ < τ ; output all protected moments in the discovered rows i′ and columns
j′ being subject to disclosure. We call this improvement procedure 4. This
procedure checks m + n revised 1-set moments.

Finally, for τ -approximation disclosure, we classify the protected moments
that are subject to disclosure into two categories: (i) protected moments that
are subject to τ -downward disclosure; and (ii) protected moments that are not
subject to τ -downward disclosure. The protected moments in category (ii) must
be subject to existence disclosure since they are subject to τ -approximation
disclosure.

Procedure 4 can be used to discover all and only the protected moments in
category (i), while procedure 3 can be easily extended to discover all and only
the protected moments in category (ii). The union of the protected moments
discovered in categories (i) and (ii) is the set of the protected moments subject
to τ -approximation disclosure.

6 Disclosure Control

Based on the distribution patterns of the protected moments that are subject to
disclosure, we propose a control method to eliminate the disclosure in a 2-table.
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The basic idea is to combine each row (or column) that is subject to disclosure
with some other rows (or columns) with minimum impact to the number of
released moments.

By combining rows i1, . . . ik (combining columns can be interpreted similarly),
we mean that the 2-set moments ai1j , . . . aikj are combined to become a single
moment ai1j + . . . aikj for j = 1, . . . n. For convenience, we call {ai1j , . . . aikj}
a group of combining moments, and aik + . . . ajk their combined moment. A
combined moment is released if all of its combining moments are released before
combination; otherwise, the combined moment is protected4. After combination,
we release the sum of the protected moments in each row or column as its revised
1-set moment, and release the sum of all protected moments as the revised 0-set
moment. It is easy to derive the following.

Lemma 6.1. After some rows or columns are combined, the exact lower bound
of any combining moment is zero, while the exact upper bound of any combining
moment is the exact upper bound of its combined moment. The exact upper bound
(exact lower bound, respectively) of any protected moment that is not involved in
combination is nondecreasing (nonincreasing, respectively) after combination.

Consider existence disclosure or τ -upward disclosure. According to Theorem 4.2,
the protected moments that are subject to disclosure, if any, exist in a single row
or column. Our control method combines this row (or column) with one of the
other rows (or columns). According to Lemma 6.1, the exact lower bound of any
combining moment is zero after our method is applied. Therefore, our method
eliminates the disclosure of any combining moment. Our method does not make
any other protected moment that is not involved in combination subject to
disclosure since its exact lower bound is nonincreasing after combination.

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5
P1 13 1 14 0 1 34
P2 2 0 2 1 0
P3 0 3 0 0 1 4
P4 1 0 2 2 0 5

16 4 18 3 2 43

Fig. 4. Eliminating existence disclosure or threshold upward disclosure

Consider the patient-treatment table shown in Figure 1 as an example and
assume that all 2-set moments are protected. There are only two moments a11
and a13 subject to existence disclosure and τ -upward disclosure with τ < 2. To
eliminate the disclosure, our method combines row 1 with row 2 as shown in
Figure 4.

4 It is possible to relax our combination method so that more combined moments can
be released as long as such relaxation does not make any protected moment subject
to disclosure. For simplicity reason, we do not elaborate on this.
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T1 T2 T3 T4 T5
P1 13 1 14 0 1 29
P2 2 0 2 1 0 9
P3 0 3 0 0 1
P4 1 0 2 2 0 5

20 18 5 43

Fig. 5. Eliminating approximation disclosure or threshold downward disclosure

Next, consider τ -approximation disclosure and τ -downward disclosure. We as-
sume τ ≤ a++; otherwise, the disclosure cannot be eliminated even if we combine
all moments. According to Theorem 4.3, all protected moments that are subject
to disclosure, if any, must “fill” in some rows and columns. If the combination of
these rows makes the revised 1-set moment less than τ , we combine these rows
with some other rows until the revised 1-set moment is no less than τ (this is
achievable due to τ ≤ a++). Otherwise, we partition these rows into as many
groups as possible and combine the rows in each group such that the revised 1-
set moment in each group after combination is no less than τ . The columns are
processed similarly. According to Lemma 6.1, the exact upper bound of any com-
bining moment is no less than τ and its exact lower bound becomes zero after the
process. For any other protected moment that is not involved in combination, its
exact upper bound is nondecreasing and its exact lower bound is nonincreasing
after combination. Therefore, there is no disclosure after combination.

Consider the patient-treatment table shown in Figure 1 as an example and
assume that all 2-set moments are protected. All of the moments in row i =
3 and in columns j = 2, 4, and 5 (but no other moments) are subject to τ -
approximation disclosure and τ -downward disclosure with τ = 5. To eliminate
the disclosure, one may combine row 2 with row 3, column 1 with column 2, and
column 4 with column 5 as shown in Figure 5.

If multiple rows and/or columns are subject to disclosure, an optimization
problem can be formulated to address how to partition the rows or columns
into as many groups as possible (in order to maximize the number of released
moments). In the case that all 2-set moments are protected, this can be modeled
as follows. Given threshold τ and a set {s1, . . . , sk} of 1-set moments, find a
partition of {s1, . . . , sk} that yields the maximum number of groups with the
constraint that the sum of the members in each group is no less than τ .

This optimization problem can be considered as a dual problem of the Bin
Packing Problem, in which a set of k items {s1, . . . , sk} are stored using the
smallest number of bins with capacity τ . The constraint of the Bin Packing
Problem is that the sum of the members in each group (i.e., bin) is no larger than
the capacity τ , while in our problem the sum is no less than the threshold τ . The
objective function of the Bin Packing Problem is to find the minimum number of
bins while our problem seeks to obtain the maximum number of groups. It is easy
to know that our problem, like the Bin Packing Problem, is a combinatorial NP-
complete problem. The various heuristics (e.g., Best Fit Decreasing and First Fit
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Decreasing) and polynomial-time approximation algorithms designed for solving
the Bin Packing Problem [26] can be easily adapted to solve our problem. In
the case that some 2-set moments are released, this optimization method should
be further adapted as some of the revised 1-set moments may increase after
combination.

7 Discussion on High-Dimensional Tables

The disclosure analysis and control on 2-table can be extended to high-
dimensional tables that are derived from a statistical database. Consider a k-
table in which a k-set moment at1,...tk

is protected, while all 2-set moments
involving at1,...tk

are released or can be derived from some released moments
(e.g., (k − 1)-set moments). The disclosure analysis and control can be con-
ducted in each of 2k 2-tables in which at1,...tk

are involved. We note that it
is difficult to conduct disclosure analysis in a high-dimensional table directly
without recurring to 2-tables since no explicit formula is given in the literature
regarding the exact bounds of a protected moment in general. Recent studies in
high-dimensional tables have focused on estimating the exact bounds [10, 5, 31]
or giving the exact bounds in some special cases [19].

8 Conclusion

The major contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows. Firstly, we
defined four types of disclosure for the protected moments in statistical databases.
Secondly, for each type of disclosure, we discovered the distribution pattern for the
protected moments that are subject to disclosure in a 2-table that is derived from a
statistical database. The distribution patterns enabled us to develop efficient algo-
rithms to discover all protected moments that are subject to disclosure. The distri-
bution patterns also enabled us to developed effective disclosure control methods
that combine minimal number of released moments to eliminate the disclosure.

In the future, we plan to investigate other disclosure control methods such as
giving the bounds of released moments instead of exact values. The utility of the
released data can be defined and measured so as to compare different disclosure
controlmethods. It is also interesting to extend the work to the databases of certain
distributions such as normal and uniform.
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